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SEANUX between backdoors and frontdoors 

In 2012 a Ubintu-based distribution called Anonymous OS has been made available for download, 

tailored for users with very special interests. It generated some interest but cirtiuqe, too. A review 

stated: „ It's no wonder Anonymous members are calling this a fake—if it isn't, it's an 

embarrassment.“1 

There have been postings in favour of Anonymous OS but many postings and reactions saying this 

OS is infected by malware of any kind, provides backdoors (e. g. for the FBI2),. On the other people

tried to sell it.3

So it is not surprising that the new OS released October 31, 2014, by the Syrian Electronic Army 

encountered some mistrust. This OS is called SEANux and proudly anounced as 

„an Ubuntu-based Linux distribution with a modified Gnome Shell interface, icons and GTK 

Theme. It is charged up with penetration testing tools and other useful applications for general 

purposes.“4

1 http://arstechnica.com/business/2012/03/lame-hacker-tool-or-trojan-delivery-device-hands-on-with-anonymous-os/ 
(accessed March 06, 2015).

2 https://7h3h4xx0rzd3n.wordpress.com/2013/05/23/anonymous-os-or-is-it-fbi-backdoor-os/ (accessed March 06, 
2015) or more balanced http://lists.my.co.ke/pipermail/security/2013-July/003445.html (accessed March 06, 2015). 
See also http://www.geektech.in/anonymous-os-a-complete-fake-os/ (accessed March 06, 2015).

3 http://anonymousos.tumblr.com/ (accessed March 06, 2015).
4 http://seanux.sea.sy/ (accessed March 06, 2015).



A second release of SEANux is announced on Februar 8, 20155:

Techworm writes about the controversy around SEANux:

„As SeaNux is released by one of the most notorious hackers groups, researchers and experts 

believes that the Operating System must have builtin backdoors and will come laden with malwares

which can in turn help the SEA to turn that particular PC into a zombie botnet for furtherance of 

their hacking goals.

Team Techworm asked few of the Linux lovers from blackhat community they said why take a 

chance. ” How could we trust Syrian Electronic Army with there OS” said an Anonymous hacker 

from Russia.

While  another hacker said,” who will want there computers to work as a botnet for Syrian 

Electronic Army’s attack, who knows whats in there”

Techworm contacted SEA directly to investigate above claims by other hackers.  We asked Syrian 

Electronic Army what they have to say about these allegations.  One of the SEA memebers said, 

“For sure, there is no backdoors in the system, we are the kind of people who do care about their 

followers and fans.

He also added that, “Anyways, it’s open source and you can check the code source by yourself.” 

[…] 

When asked this question, the team member of SEA said that, “Since we are in a cyber war 

situation, and some of members are being targeted by authorities, we are releasing an easy to 

use/secure system with the capability to use penetration testing tools. And anyone who cares about 

5 https://twitter.com/seanux_official (accessed March 6, 2015).



his security, can use this system.

Since SEANux is a open source and the code is available freely it looks like SEA dont have any 

malafide intentions behind releasing it, though Techworm wouldnt guarantee such a thing.”6

SEANux is described by some sources as a combination of Tails and Kali Linux.7 A possible 

backdoor is described by the SEA as a misconfiguration to be fixed in the next release.8 Some posts 

tell that there is no need for this distribution using the tools packaged with SEANux could be done 

with any other Linux distro etc.9

6 http://www.techworm.net/2014/11/seanux-linux-os-syrian-electronic-army-version-1-0-released.html (accessed 
March 06, 2015).

7 E. g., http://n0where.net/seanux/ (accessed March 06, 2015).
8 http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2015/01/24/17 (accessed March 06, 2015) or 

http://packetstormsecurity.com/files/130111/SEANux-1.0-Remote-Code-Execution.html (accessed March 06, 
2015).

9 https://forums.hak5.org/index.php?/topic/34566-what-about-seanux/ (accessed March 06, 2015).


